Battle of the Books 2023-2024
Round 2 Book List

**One Last Shot**  - John David Anderson
**The One and Only Ivan**  – Katherine Applegate
**Clayton Byrd Goes Underground**  – Rita Williams – Garcia
**The Lemonade War**  - Jacqueline Davies
**Step Up to the Plate, Maria Singh**  – Uma Krishnaswami
**The View from Pagoda Hill**  – Michaela MacColl
**Lupe Wong Won’t Dance**  - Donna Barba Higuara
**The War That Saved My Life**  - Kimberly Brubaker Bradley
**The Lion of Mars**  - Jennifer Holm
**George’s Marvelous Medicine**  - Roald Dahl
**Stealing Home**  - J. Torres
**I Am an American: The Wong Kim Ark Story**  – Martha Brockenbrough